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“What we have done for ourselves alone
dies with us; what we have done for others
and the world remains and is immortal.”
				
— Albert Pike

A Legacy of Philanthropy
Generosity is part of the DNA of America, where there
are abundant opportunities for individuals, communities and philanthropic entities to make a difference.
This freedom to be generous in a way that reflects one’s
values and this spirit of giving began during the dawn of
our nation and continues to ring true today.
Patriot Plaza -- and the unique public-private partnership through which it was created -- blazes a trail for
other generous people and organizations to consider
endeavors to honor the service and sacrifice of veterans
and their families.

PATRIOT PLAZA

at S a ra s o ta N at i o n a l C e m e t e ry

A philanthropic Partnership between THE PATTERSON FOUNDATION and the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

Honoring for Generations
National cemeteries are the final resting places for men
and women who served our country with unmatched
valor and dedication. Since the 1860s, these shrines
to America’s heroes have offered places of peace and
reflection for military families and visitors.
The same is offered through Patriot Plaza as an experience of emotional stories and imagery that capture the
essence of the military-family experience. It serves to
inspire others who may create their own partnerships to
enhance national shrines, educate communities about
our nation’s legacy of military service, and exemplify
the kind of generosity that endures for generations.
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“I told myself, if I get back without any more holes in me,
I’m buying myself a piano and learning to play.”

Photographer: David Burnett, Contact Press
March 1971

Photographer: CPhoM, Robert F. Sargent, U.S. Coast Guard, National Archives
June 6, 1944

Photographer: Todd Heisler, Rocky Mountain News
November 9, 2005

We stand ready to share our journey of partnership with all of the communities honored

“Let us strive on… to care for him who shall have borne the battle

to have national cemeteries with the hope to inspire new opportunities for learning and reflection

and for his widow and his orphan…”

on our nation’s legacy of military service.
				
— The Patterson Foundation

— Abraham Lincoln, 1865

A place for reflection...
Patriot Plaza
Patriot Plaza includes architecture and
art commissioned specifically for the site.
The experience of these elements allows a
profound opportunity for reflection on
the military, family, American history, and
one’s own place in the world.

The public-private partnership between The Patterson
Foundation and the U.S Department of Veterans

History, Partnership, Philanthropy

Affairs National Cemetery Administration demonstrates
philanthropy and government in action — all in the

With more than 120,000 private foundations, the United

name of honoring veterans and their families through

States is among the most generous nations in the world.

lasting tributes at our national shrines.

Annual giving in our country tops $300 billion. Eighty-eight
percent of American households contribute to charity,

The Patterson family’s legacy of military service is one
to be honored — as is the valiant sacrifice of all of our

In the heart of Sarasota National Cemetery,
Patriot Plaza is a place to recognize the service and sacrifice of the veterans
who came before, those to come and the families who stay behind.

The Patterson Foundation has the flexibility, opportunity,

with individuals as the largest source of philanthropic giving.

and responsibility to fund purposeful partnerships in
philanthropy. Building and donating Patriot Plaza, the

Since every donor has the freedom to make a difference

ceremonial amphitheater at Sarasota National Cemetery,

in ways that reflect their values, we hope Patriot Plaza

The Foundation’s journey began when Joseph Medill

is no exception. The threads of our foundation’s history

will inspire individuals, communities and philanthropic

bought into the failing Chicago Tribune in 1855 and then

— from our ties to Abraham Lincoln and history of

entities to use resources to enhance national shrines and

helped Abraham Lincoln become president. In 1862,

service in the military — guided our path to pursue this

educate communities about our nation’s legacy of

unconventional, first-of-its-kind partnership with the

military service and burial benefits provided to eligible

National Cemetery Administration.

veterans and family members.

nation’s veterans and their families.

during Lincoln’s term in office, Congress authorized

Today, Patriot Plaza is so much more.

purchasing land for the first national cemetery.
But that was just the beginning.

In the heart of Sarasota National Cemetery, Patriot
Plaza is a place to recognize the service and sacrifice of
the veterans who came before, those to come and the

We stand ready to share our journey of partnership with

Medill’s grandsons, Col. Robert McCormick and

families who stay behind.

with the hope to inspire opportunities for learning and
reflection on the military service of the 1 percent who

Capt. Joseph Medill Patterson, served during World War

War II. Jim Patterson’s wife, Dorothy, would go on to

The features and art of Patriot Plaza tell a universal story
of the military experience. One of conflict and peace
across generations. One of distance and time displayed
in the vibrant mosaic. One of service and sacrifice

establish The Patterson Foundation in 1997.

captured in carved stone and sculpted metal.

The Patterson Foundation is unique, using its resources

It is a place to remember, honor, and inspire. Patriot

in innovative and sustainable ways to create a better

Plaza is a gift to the nation and future generations.

I. Medill’s great-grandson, James J. Patterson, graduated
from West Point and rose to the rank of captain in the
U.S. Army during service in Europe and Japan in World

all of the communities honored to have national cemeteries

protect freedom for 99 percent of Americans. Patriot Plaza
embodies how philanthropy creates imaginative excellence.

Debra M. Jacobs
President and CEO, The Patterson Foundation

world. When we decided to honor the military heritage
of the family, we considered many options. The opening
of Sarasota National Cemetery during the hot summer
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months sparked the idea of providing “shade and seats”

John T. Berteau

there for events honoring veterans.

Chairman, The Patterson Foundation
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The solution was a simple idea – narrative. What better
way to honor the men and women who served, than
to present the timeless, yet specific stories of service

Art That Tells Stories

and sacrifice through the creative imaginations of
great artists. Though concerned with the past and
speaking to the visitors of the future, Patriot Plaza is a
product of our early 21st century. Contemporary artists

The visitor who enters Patriot Plaza, traverses the

were invited to explore this mandate in their individual

walkways and sits in the amphitheater will encounter a

styles and visual vocabularies. As a result, the art of

veritable outdoor museum of contemporary art.

Patriot Plaza has a distinctly modern feeling even as it
explores tradition and history.

The Patterson Foundation made a commitment to
include excellent quality art in Patriot Plaza because it

For the viewer who takes the time to look carefully and

recognized the power of art to communicate and inspire –

deeply, there are stories of courage, desperation, valor,

both goals of the entire project.

pride, love, support, pain, separation, reunification,
loss, legacy and most of all – mission and patriotism –

The challenge for its advisory group of art professionals

to be discovered in Patriot Plaza.

and consultant was how to select artists for this particular space. It is within a national cemetery, yet it is a
community gathering place for celebrations, as well
as commemorations. It is not a memorial. That is the
function of the cemetery itself. Yet memory prevails when
people gather to honor veterans for past service, and
to celebrate the legacy and tradition of the military in
which they served.
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New Approaches to a
Familiar Symbol

Guardian Eagles by Pablo Eduardo

Home by Ann Hirsch

The east and west entrances to Patriot Plaza feature

Pablo Eduardo’s “Guardian Eagles” at the west

bronze sculptures of the most widely recognized

entrance speaks to the military function of sentries –

symbol of the United States and our democracy – the

guardians and protectors. Military sites are guarded

American Eagle. Yet each one is quite different. Each

by sentries and sculptural sentries are often seen

entrance will eventually face fields of headstones

in older military cemeteries. Ann Hirsch’s design at

across the road. Artists for these locations were asked

the east entrance explores the military family and

to design an entrance sculpture that reimagined the

home which children eventually leave as adults

traditional eagle symbol. They also had to consider the

to unknown futures in the world. Using the same

idea of an entrance as a transition from outside - the

material and symbol, each artist has told a different

fields of headstones that are seen across the road,

story of the military life of service and patriotism.

to inside - Patriot Plaza where community celebrations
and ceremonies will take place.
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HOME
Ann Hirsch
Cast Bronze

While in their nests, parent eagles ball up their talons
and walk on their knuckles to avoid accidentally injuring
their young. They use their wings to shroud or “mantle”
their food supply and protect their young from harm.
Here, the eagles perch at two levels and the higher
elder eagle teaches the eaglet this gesture of protection.
The shrouds formed by the wings cup the area in front
of the eagles’ bodies, as the cradle architecture of the
nest enfolds the eagles’ space and the walls themselves
enclose the sculpture.
Visitors to Patriot Plaza who enter through the east
entrance make the transition from the cemetery grounds
to the interior of the ceremonial amphitheater through
two curved walls that define the border between these
spaces. On this side, where art is dedicated to the
service and sacrifice of military families, the sculpture

Here, the eagle, like a soldier,
prepares to leave the nest and learns
to protect “Home.”

“Home” offers a narrative on this theme.
The American Bald Eagle became our national symbol
On one wall, the viewer finds a vision of “Home” depic-

for its courage and loyalty to family. All are included in

ted by a sculptural nest occupied by an adult American

the American Bald Eagle’s embrace.

Bald Eagle and an eaglet. The nest, like a human
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dwelling, is a “Home” where acts of everyday life occur.

The south wall presents another nest motif, but here

Bald eagles build elaborate nests to which they return

the nest is not occupied. The pared down nest also

year after year to raise their young.

suggests a boat and a cradle.

GUARDIAN EAGLES
Pablo Eduardo
Cast Bronze

Two American Bald Eagles stand formally upright on
guard, while protectively watching over and welcoming
visitors beneath them as they enter or exit, making
the transition between cemetery and plaza. The wellknown symbol of our democracy is reimagined as a
protective guardian and vigilant sentinel to both the
living visitors to Patriot Plaza and the graves beyond.
The eagles are recognizable but not naturalistic.
The position of the eagles’ wings is not anatomically
possible. They become imaginary, metaphorical
animals and recognizable symbols at the same time.
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T EST IMONIES
Larry Kirkland
Georgia white marble, laminated, etched glass, polychrome paint

“Testimonies” is about telling stories. The men, women
and children whose stories are in the piece represent
a sample of the stories that can be told of life in the military over time. Stories from different eras are combined
to show the continuity and similarities of the military
experience through centuries. Larry Kirkland thinks of his
stories as an extension of the untold stories indicated by
the headstones across the road.
Sixteen Georgia white marble tablets, 8’ 6” tall by 4’ wide
and 8” deep, are paired in small plazas, or “outdoor
rooms” along the northern pedestrian path. Each has a
window cut through in which a thick piece of laminated
glass imprinted with a photographic image is inserted.
In the stone is engraved a drawing and text, the personal
voices of those who have served and supported and
sacrificed in the military life.
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Eight on the east are family stories, eight on the west are
stories of service. The images and texts cross generations.
An image from World War II might have a drawing of a
contemporary image and text from a Vietnam veteran; or
an image from the Korean War, a drawing from Iraq and
text from the Afghanistan conflict. Mothers speak of their
concern for their grown children serving a half world away.
Children speak of living with grandparents because their
parents are deployed. A veteran gives voice to the difficulties of returning home after serving on the battlefield. The
combination of word and image, from across time and
generations, suggests that much about the military life is
as it always has been and may always be.

Each “room” is bracketed by two red
Colorado granite pavers etched with words
provided by local veterans that describe the
military experience.

‘Conflict’ Photographer Greg Schaler 2012

‘Service’ Photographer Unknown, National

‘Courage’ ( opposite ) Photographer

‘Endurance’ ( opposite ) Photographer David

Drawing from photograph Unknown U.S.

Archives 1950 Drawing Sgt. Raffi

William Eggleston, Bettman/Corbis

Douglas Duncan, David Douglas Duncan

Coast Guard, National Archives, November

Bahadarian, Veterans History Project, Library

November 12, 1967 Drawing from photo-

Collection, Ransom Center, University of

1943 Quote Nathaniel Fick, Captain, U.S.

of Congress 2003 Quote Maxwell Schrader,

graph Greg Schaler 2012 Quote SPC Taylor

Texas at Austin, December 1950 Drawing

Marine Corps (RET) 2010

Specialist U.S. Army, Real Combat Stories

Alaimo U.S. Army 2012

from photograph Greg Schaler 2012 Quote

website October 9, 2011

Ernesto Haibi, Staff Sergeant U.S. Army
(RET) 2006
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“I come from a military family. I know, from experience,
that military life has challenges and rewards, dedication
and commitment. My father was first commissioned from
the Naval Academy at the beginning of World War II. We
moved often; new home, new school for the kids; new
neighbors, house repairs and gardens for mother; new job
in the demanding vertical command chain of the Navy for
my father. And everywhere we went there was the builtin community of others in the military. My “uncles” were
dad’s shipmates. The moms were close and discipline
spread to all the kids in the pack, not just their own.
When my father retired my mother “joined up” as the
Executive Director of the Northern California and Nevada
Navy Relief Society. This job kept her in contact with the
Navy, helping families and service personnel with financial
and family troubles. Two of my brothers went through the
Naval Academy; one was not happy in that life and the
other made a successful career that ended with his retirement as an Admiral. My sister married a naval officer and
lived a life parallel to my mother’s. Her son is a Navy Commander, her daughter a Marine wife. A young cousin has
spent two deployments as an Army medic in Afghanistan
— I think the most difficult job of all. While my adult life
has been spent creating art, and not in the military, I know
much about the military existence.“

— Larry Kirkland

‘Order’ ( opposite ) Photographer Greg

‘Legacy’ Photographer Unknown, Ca. 1947-

‘Integrity’ Photographer Joe Rosenthal,

Schaler 2012, Colonel Broc A. Perkuchin

1948, Artist’s father standing far left

Associated Press February 23, 1945,

Drawing from photograph Greg Schaler,

Drawing from photograph Unknown

Pulitzer Prize Drawing from photograph

2012 Quote Larry Kirkland 2012

Quote Lorne J. MacDonald, son of a WWII

Senior Airman Jessica Lockoski, U.S. Air

Navy Reservist killed in Pacific (Iwo Jima),

Force, Department of Defense May 5, 2011

‘An Album of Memories’ Tom Brokaw,

Quote Rhonda Scott Cornum, granddaughter

Random House Trade Paperbacks 2001

of Marine at Iwo Jima, Veteran’s History
Project, Library of Congress 2003
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Behind each picture and quotation on the Testimonies
tablets there are more stories that go backward and
forward in time from the moment captured on the tablet.
Alicia Watkins was photographed in Afghanistan in 2001
at a ceremony commemorating the fifth anniversary
of 9/11. Her best friend in the military had been killed
at the Pentagon on that day. Later she would struggle
with the impact of PTSD and suffer homelessness for a
period. Artist Larry Kirkland learned her story when he
encountered her advocacy work in the media on behalf
of women veterans. Syed Jan Sabawoon is an awardwinning Afghani photographer.

‘Democracy’ Photographer Syed Jan
Sabawoon, EPA/Corbis 2006, U.S. Staff Sgt.
Alicia Watkins on the 5th anniversary of the
9/11 attacks Drawing from photograph Alex
Fuchs, AFP/Corbis September 11, 2001
Quote Nancy Austin, daughter of a WWII Navy
veteran, The September 11 Digital Archive

‘Morale’ ( opposite ) Photographer Greg

‘Resilience’ ( opposite ) Photographer Sean

‘Support’ ( following page ) Photographer

‘Sacrifice’ ( following page ) Photographer

‘Mission’ ( following page ) Photographer

‘Challenges’ ( following page ) Photographer

Schaler 2012, U.S. Army Sgt. John P.

Carpenter 2008, Dean Oldt of the 101st

Louie Favorite, Atlanta-Journal Constitution,

Greg Schaler 2012 Drawing from photo-

Senior Airman DeAndre Curtiss, U.S. Air

Craig Collins 2012 Illustration Berghaus

Rogers and son Darrell Lee Drawing from

Airborne and father Dennis Drawing from

September 11, 2007, Captain Terri Gurrola

graph Specialist 3rd Class Diana Quinlin,

Force October 8, 2011, Thunderbirds,

Star Projection, 1879 Quote Karen Charney

photograph Ed Kashi, VII April 24, 2003

photograph Craig Collins 2012 Quote Kathy

greets daughter Gabrielle after a seven-month

U.S. Navy, Navy News Service December

F-16 Fighting Falcon aircraft Drawing from

Wife of Lt. Col. S.S. Charney U.S. Marine

Quote Spencer Charney, Son of Lt. Col. S.S.

Sargent, mother of two U.S. Army soldiers,

tour Drawing from photograph Photographer’s

6, 2012 Quote Joanne Swearingen Chmura,

photograph Staff Sgt. Stacy L. Pearsall,

Corps 2012

Charney U.S. Marine Corps 2012

‘Love You More Than You Know’ Janie

Mate 3rd Class Tom Frantom, U.S. Navy, Navy

daughter of Army Corporal killed in

U.S. Army. Department of Defense October

Reinart and Mary Anne Mayer, Cleveland,

News Service March 27, 2003

action during Korean War, Korean War

19, 2003 Quote Dr. Denise J. Hunnell,

Educator website

‘Chicken Soup for the Military Wife’s Soul’

Gray & Company Publishers 2009

Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Charles
Preston and Cindy Pederson, Deerfield Beach,
Florida, Heath Communications, Inc., 2005
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Eight on the east are family stories, eight on the west are
stories of service. The images and texts cross generations.
An image from World War II might have a drawing of a
contemporary image and text from a Vietnam veteran; or
an image from the Korean War, a drawing from Iraq and
text from the Afghanistan conflict. Mothers speak of their
concern for their grown children serving a half world away.
Children speak of living with grandparents because their
parents are deployed. A veteran gives voice to the difficulties of returning home after serving on the battlefield. The
combination of word and image, from across time and
generations, suggests that much about the military life is
as it always has been and may always be.

‘Teamwork’ Photographer Greg Schaler 2012

‘Guidance’ Photographer Richard Schoenberg 2006

Each “room” is bracketed by two red Colorado

Drawing from photograph Greg Schaler 2012

Drawing from photograph Greg Schaler 2012 Quote

granite pavers etched with words provided by local

Quote Jerry D. Moum, CAPT, USN (RET) 2012

Robert Gooch, SSG U.S. Army (RET) 2012

veterans that describe the military experience.

Testimony requires witnesses to hear
and remember. Each visitor to Patriot Plaza is
a witness who can carry forward the memory of
these stories in words and pictures.

STAR
PROJECT ION
MAP
Granite

The distance relationships become extended the
further away from the north pole. At the equator the
The map at the center of Patriot Plaza facing the

map splits into the points of the star and parts of

rostrum and the American flag refers to the world-wide

continents and oceans are divided up.

reach of the U.S. military throughout history.
This version of the world map was chosen because
It is based on a nineteenth century projection map

it conveys the important idea of the entire world

known as the Berghaus Star Projection Map.

without showing the borders of countries – the world is
reduced to land and water. Stars have been placed at
Sarasota, Florida and Washington D.C.
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Elements of the landscape are recombined on the pair
of 20-foot spires, on the mosaic “carpets” around the
spires, and in the Colorado red granite pavers between
the east and west entrances.
In an environment where people are coming together
Across the 50-foot wide mosaic mural of planet

to celebrate, commemorate, and mourn, “Night to

Earth and its elements of land, air, and water, the sky

Day, Here and Away” combines saturated color; the

changes from night to day and back to night. The

movement and scale of the human body transmitted by

landscape of dreams and imagination represents the

the painstaking craft of hand-set mosaic; and a poetic

global reach of the U.S. military and also evokes the

image of a landscape in which everyone is invited to

time differences and long distances that often mark

find tribute and honor to those serving in the military.

the lives of military families. Families wake up on one
side of the planet while a loved one in the military may
be watching night fall in another part of the world.

NIGHT TO DAY,
HERE AND AWAY

The map legend below poetically addresses this

Ellen Driscoll

given to all branches of the military. Throughout the

Glass and Ceramic Mosaic

aspect of time and space. It measures “Home” and
“Far From Home,” “Here” and “Away.” The horizon
line is composed of service awards that have been
design there are blue stars for those who are currently
serving, gold stars for those who died in the service,
and clusters of laurel leaves, an ancient symbol of
valor, knowledge, and accomplishment, blown by
currents of wind.
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Military families will recognize the symbolism
of blue stars for a family member in the
service and gold stars representing those who
have died while serving. Driscoll combines
stars with laurel leaves — ancient symbols of
courage, achievement, and valor.
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WITNESS TO MISSION
Photographic Collection Curated by Kenny Irby,
Larry Kirkland, Sandy Beckley, and Ann Wykell
Installation Design by Larry Kirkland

“Witness to Mission” is a work of art comprised of

The 49 “Witness to Mission” images were selected

49 photographs mounted on 22 rectangular slabs of

based on several criteria, but first and foremost, each

white Georgia marble, 6’ 6” tall by 2’ 10” wide and 6”

one had to be a great picture with high impact without

deep. It is equally an installation design that relates

resorting to captions. Another goal was to depict the

the photographic survey of military experience since

military life through the experiences of ordinary people

the Civil War to the headstones across the road (from

– soldiers and sailors, wives and children, each of whom

the same marble), and to the American flag inside

served and sacrificed. There are few grand gestures,

Patriot Plaza, symbol of the country defended by the

only the truth of 49 split seconds in the lives of real

veterans in the pictures and in the graves.

people, captured by photographers. The “Witness to
Mission” collection of photographs covers the history of
major conflicts in which Americans have fought since
the Civil War. It is arranged not chronologically but
thematically. Through pictures the military experience of
different eras is compared and contrasted. The viewer
will find stories of separation and reunions, pride of
mission, innovation and technology, the individual’s pain
and challenge, the commitment to the group, and
the ultimate sacrifice.
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These pictures were originally visual documentation
– attempts to describe as accurately as possible
a human activity that is indescribable – war and
other aspects of military life. Because they are great
pictures, they transcend their context. They invite
viewers to look again and again; to revisit the stories
with new eyes and the hindsight of time passed.
They ask the unanswerable question, “What was it
like?” and offer a hint of an answer, with the rest to
be filled in through the viewer’s communion with the
picture. They become art.
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A photograph, printed in fired enamel on steel
plates for archival permanence, is mounted on
both faces of a plinth. They are placed so that visitors
can enter between them. Individually, each image
captures a compelling story. Images facing each other
or back-to-back suggest a more complex narrative.
They seem to speak to each other across time and
history. A Union engineer sitting afloat an odd raft and
an image of a tarmac in Afghanistan, loaded with
21st century aircraft and illuminated in the green
glow of night vision equipment, tell the story of how
technology has changed the military. A navy officer
being welcomed home in 1943 clutches his young
daughter while his wife covers her emotion-filled face,
and across from them a young boy is gleeful in the
arms of his dad returning from Afghanistan in 2012.
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WITNESS TO MISSION
Photographic Collection

Since the Civil War two groups of photographers have supplied images to the public about war and military activities.
Military combat photographers, in uniform, work for the
United States armed forces. Their job is to document the
activities of the armed forces, at war and at peace, overseas
and at home. They carry guns and cameras. The independent civilian photographer may live and work in close
quarters with their military counterpart; travel with them to
dangerous actions and document their lives in service up
close. As providers of visual journalism to the American
public they are tasked to document combat from multiple
perspectives – military and its impact on civilians.

Ian Fisher: American Soldier. Fisher, his family and the

In Placquemines Parish, Louisiana, a mother sits in front

U.S. Army allowed Craig Walker, staff photojournalist at The

of a window that displays service banners representing

Denver Post, to chronicle his recruitment, induction, training

the fact that three sons were serving in the armed forces

Whatever their missions and responsibilities, only a few from

at Ft. Benning, Georgia, deployment, and return home from

during WWII. The top banner indicates that she donated to

each group have the combination of talent, compulsion to risk

combat between 2007 and 2009 at the height of insurgent

the Red Cross. The family that waits at home is a constant,

a lot to get the story right, and the deeply felt conviction that

violence in Iraq. Walker explains: “At this moment, Ian…had

recurring theme of military life.

these are important stories that must be told for the good of all

injured his elbow and saw that moment as his opportunity.

of us. Military and civilian, many have died and been seriously

He was suffering from sleep deprivation, culture shock and

Photographer: unknown, Anthony Potter Collection

injured in the practice of their craft and mission. These camera

stress - as was I.” Ian said “I want to go home. It makes

Getty Images June 1943

men and women adhere to Robert Capa’s critical observation:

me feel like I have an excuse. I’ve been thinking about

“If the picture’s no good you’re not close enough.”

everyone.” Ian Fisher did complete his military commitment
and was honorably discharged in 2013.
Photographer: Craig F. Walker, The Denver Post June 20, 2007
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A story across time is of the individuals who make up the
massive human entity that is the military. One picture shows men waiting
to go into battle, the other, those on their journey home.

Union soldiers keep cover in abandoned Confederate
trenches along the west bank of the Rappahannock River,
Fredericksburg, Virginia (Second Battle of Fredericksburg),
probably April 29 or 30. Confederates were only about
400 yards away. These men knew they would be in battle
in a few days. The image of troops gathered together to
wait in anticipation of action captures the tension and
anticipation of troops everywhere and throughout time who
know they will soon be tested under fire. Camera technol-

Russell’s commander wrote of this body of Russell’s Civil

U.S. Air Force airmen assigned to the 407th Air

ogy at the time did not allow for photographing in the

War work, “…Frequently these pictures were secured when

Expeditionary Group prepare for departure from the Ali Air

middle of battles. However, as a member of the military,

no other person and no other circumstance would have

Base, Iraq. Onboard a C-17 Globemaster, these are the

Andrew Russell had unprecedented access to the troops

ever immortalized them in truthful representation.”

last service members to leave Iraq as part of the 2008

before and after battles.

Security Agreement between Iraq and the U.S.

Photographer: Capt. Andrew J. Russell, 1st U.S. Army photographer
National Archives April 29 - May 2, 1863

Photographer: Master Sgt. Cecilio Ricardo, U.S. Air Force  
Department of Defense  December 18, 2011
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Tuskegee Airmen trainees of the U.S. Army Air Corps

Sailors stand amid wrecked planes at the Ford Island

get physical training on base, either at Moton Field or

seaplane base, watching as USS Shaw ( DD-373 )

Tuskegee Army Air Field ( TAAF ) in Alabama. Moton Field

explodes during the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,

was built by the Tuskegee Institute under a contract with

Hawaii. USS Nevada ( BB-36 ) is also visible in the middle

the U.S.t Military and was the only primary flight facility

background, with her bow headed toward the left. With this

for African American pilot candidates in the U.S. Army Air

unprecedented attack, the United States entered WWII.

Corps (Army Air Forces) during World War II.
Photographer: unknown, National Archives December 7, 1941

Troops of the U.S. Army’s Company E, 16th Infantry, 1st

Spectators on board the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay

Those who passed their primary flight instruction moved to

Navy Seaman First Class Duane Reyelts, a survivor of

Infantry Division wade ashore to Omaha Beach, Normandy,

witness the formal Japanese surrender proceedings. This

TAAF, which was a full military base, although segregated.

the Dec. 7, 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,

from the Coast Guard-manned LCVP that was part of

event formally ended WWII. The picture communicates the

The Tuskegee Airmen are famous for breaking through

remembers his fellow servicemen at the Naval Station,

the USS Samuel Chase ( APA-26 ) group during the first

excitement of the event which marked its conclusion. One

the system of segregation of combat jobs that existed in

Mayport, Florida during the 60th Pearl Harbor Day

hours of the invasion. The D-Day invasion of Allied troops

of the most photographed events of the war, several film

the military through WWII and for their success as pilots

ceremony on the USS De Wert (FFG-45). Pearl Harbor

into Nazi-controlled France was the largest amphibious

crews are seen with tripods. It is possible that this picture

in the 332nd Fighter Air Group. This image suggests the

survivors have held reunions every ten years since WWII

invasion in history. Photographer mates were stationed on

was printed in reverse in 1945, which would account for

spirit and determination of this historic unit, but also the

and each group had adopted its own tropical shirt

many landing craft but most lost their film in the water.

the backwards flag.

physical fitness and spirit Americans brought to their

design. This was the last official reunion.

Robert Sargent saved his in a milk can. Two thirds of

entry into WWII.

Company E were killed. Some drowned before reaching

Photographer: Unknown, U.S. Army, National Archives

the beaches seen in the background of this picture. This

September 2, 1945

picture was originally titled Into the Jaws of Death.

Photographer: Mass Communication Specialist 3rd class
Photographer: unknown, National Museum of U.S. Air Force

Damien Berg, U.S. Navy, Navy News Service  December 7, 2012

ca. World War II

Photographer: CPhoM, Robert F. Sargent, U.S. Coast Guard
National Archives June 6, 1944
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Until he learned English he was consigned to kitchen duty,
but as soon as he was proficient enough to understand
orders he was promoted and joined the 2nd Infantry
Division, Company M, 9th infantry regiment in France.
The 2nd was very close to the front lines and suffered
high casualties. Fluent in German, he operated behind
enemy lines and received two Croix de Guerre from the
French government, one for facing German fire to carry
17 wounded soldiers to safety, and one for capturing 60
Germans that he convinced to surrender.
He fought at Bellau Forest, which was part of the battle
at Verdun, and in the Argonne forest, the last major battle
of WWI. General John Pershing awarded him the Medal
of Honor for swimming across a river in winter where he
chatted with a German soldier who revealed a planned
artillery barrage that would have destroyed the entire
American battalion. He was credited with saving 1000
lives. During his service he was injured three times and
gassed twice which resulted in permanent damage to his
lungs, yet he spent only a few days in the hospital. After
one hospitalization, not yet healed, he walked six days in
his dirty uniform from the hospital back to the frontline.
Photographer: Paul Thompson, National Geographic Creative  

An American soldier from the 12th Armored Division,

U.S. Army Corporal Larry Mutinsk distributes cigarettes to

Chow is served to American Infantrymen of the 78th

nicknamed the Hellcat Division, guards Nazi prisoners

newly liberated prisoners behind a stockade in the Allach

Infantry Division in the Hurtgen Forrest on their way to La

captured in a Bavarian forest in southern Germany. Near

concentration camp, a subcamp of the Dachau concentra-

Roche, Belgium during the Battle of the Bulge. The winter

the end of WWII thousands of Germans surrendered to

tion camp in Germany. Arland Musser was with the 163rd

of 1945 was one of the coldest in recent history and the

Americans without fighting to avoid ending up as Russian

Signal Corps Unit attached to Patton’s third army. They

victory by the Allies at the Battle of the Bulge determined

prisoners. 72,243 prisoners were credited to this Division.

also liberated the main camp, Dachau, which was an

the eventual defeat of Germany and the Axis countries.

Nearly 8,500 Allied P.O.W.s, including 1,500 Americans,

extermination camp, ten miles away. The Allach camp was

Signal Corps photographers lived and traveled with combat

and an additional 20,000 non-military prisoners were

divided into two enclosures, one for 3,000 Jewish inmates

units on marches, battles, and other missions.

liberated by the 12th. Several black infantry units,

and the other for 6,000 non-Jewish prisoners, many of

previously segregated, were attached to divisions, including

whom were Polish, Russian and other slave labor inmates

Photographer: Newhouse, U.S. Army, National Archives  

the 12th Armored, at this point in the war.

for the nearby armaments factories. This image probably

January 13, 1945

depicts the latter group.
Photographer: Unknown, Office of War Information, National Archives
April 1945

Photographer: Arland B. Musser, National Archives  
April 30, 1945

ca. 1918

Ludovicus Maria Matheus van Iersel,
seen here post-WWI, was one of the
most highly decorated veterans in
the history of the American military.

He married his Dutch sweetheart, became a citizen soon
after WWI, and eventually moved from New Jersey to
California. He volunteered for WWII along with his sons,
but was refused by the Army. Accepted by the Marines,
he served in the South Pacific. He is buried at Arlington
National Cemetery.

Van Iersal was Dutch, and on the crew of a Norwegian
vessel sailing for the U.S. when he was instrumental in
saving the lives of British sailors who had been torpedoed
by the Germans. He was honored by the English king
for this achievement. He remained in the states and
when America entered the war he applied for citizenship,
registered for the draft, and volunteered for the army
all in one day.
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Sailors and WAVES at the Corpus Christi Naval Air Station.

Senior citizen delegates to the 2000 Democratic National

U.S. Army soldiers sing hymns together during their

U.S. Navy WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency

Convention, Los Angeles, California proudly identify

down time in the field at Fort Jackson, South Carolina.

Service) were the first American female military personnel

themselves as veterans.

Stacy Pearsall is the only woman to have won Military
Photographer of the Year twice. She exemplifies the soldier

whose duties were truly those of regular aircrew members.
In this photograph, Eisenstadt captures the optimism,

Photographer: Ed Kashi, VII  August 13, 2000

as creative artist, a combination displayed by the best

strength, and hope that the American military brought to its

military photographers. Her pictures of military action are

entry into WWII.

dynamic and impactful as she never hesitated to operate
alongside the members of her units in all situations.

Photographer: Alfred Eisenstaedt/Getty Images  

Her other body of work while in the service includes an

December 31, 1942

intimate view into the lives of military women. This picture
is from this work. She states about herself and others:
“Women in the military don’t drop the strong face often.”
Photographer: Staff Sgt. Stacy L. Pearsall, U.S. Army,  
Department of Defense  August 9, 2006
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A WWI patient wears temporary pilons, which preceded

Marine Cpl. Justin Gaertner was on his third deployment

Mrs. Hammond, a nurse from the American Red Cross,

American Army nurses wade ashore at Naples, Italy, during

the use of permanent artificial limbs, at Walter Reed

when he lost both of his legs above the knee, and suffered

serves water to the wounded at the railroad station in

the Allied invasion of the peninsula. Nearly 60,000 Ameri-

General Hospital. Photography was used by the Army in

severe damage to his left arm in an IED blast in Marjah,

Montmirail, France. 18,000 Red Cross nurses serving with

can nurses served in the Army Nurse Corps (ANC). Official

that era as an instructional aide to training as well as

Afghanistan on November 26, 2010. He allowed photo-

the Army and Navy Nurse Corps provided much of the

pictures during the war tended to show nurses in dress

historical documentation.

journalist Kathleen Flynn to document his return home to

medical care for the Americans during WWI.

uniforms, posing in hospitals. This picture is a glimpse

Pinellas County, Florida and subsequent rehabilitation in a
Photographer: Photo staff of Roy Reeve, Chief of Photography,  

photo essay which includes this picture.

National Museum of Health and Medicine, Otis Historical Archives  
ca. World War I.

into the conditions of their service near front lines and in
Photographer: Photo staff of Roy Reeve, Chief of Photography,  

locations where male combatants fought.

National Museum of Health and Medicine, Otis Historical Archive,  
Photographer: Kathleen Flynn, Tampa Bay Times  May 2011

Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division  May 31, 1918

Photographer: unknown, Hulton-Deutsch Collection/Corbis  
ca. 1943
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Marines from Echo Company 2nd Battalion, 4th Marine

U.S. advisors and South Vietnamese troops rest in the

Regiment patrol Ramadi, Al Anbar Province, Iraq. Four

dense jungle foliage around the embattled town of Binh Gia,

days later 10 Marines would be killed in an ambush at this

Republic of Vietnam after a cold, damp and tense night of

location. David Swanson’s photo contains the paradox of

waiting in an ambush position for a Viet Cong attack that did

a setting of incredible natural beauty, magical light, and

not come. Their exhaustion and military hardware contrasts

unseen danger.

with the eternal, peaceful beauty of the jungle and the sunrise
filtering through the trees.

Photographer: David Swanson, The Philadelphia Inquirer April 2, 2004
Photographer: Horst Faas, Associated Press/Corbis  January 1965
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Two U.S. Navy enlisted men from the escort carrier
Liscome Bay (CVE) are buried at sea from the deck of a
U.S. Coast Guard assault transport. The Liscome Bay was
bound for the invasion of the Gilbert Islands in the Pacific
Theater of WWII when it was torpedoed and sunk by a
Japanese submarine, causing tremendous casualties.
Photographer: Unknown, U.S. Coast Guard, National Archives  
November 1943

The final farewell to comrades is steeped in tradition and
ceremony. Marines drape a flag over the casket of 2nd Lt.
James Cathey, killed in Iraq, and honor the memory of his
service to this country. Passengers look out at the operations on the tarmac – interested, even sympathetic observers, but not participants. Meanwhile, Marines conduct
their ritualized tasks with concentration, fully aware of the
meaning and significance of their actions. Todd Heisler
gained the permission of the family of Lt. Cathey to follow
and document the Navy procedures and rituals associated with the return of his remains, as well as the family’s
preparations and funeral.
Photographer: Todd Heisler/Rocky Mountain News  
November 9, 2005

Photographer: Staff Sgt. Paul Halverson,  

Paul Halverson was a military combat photographer in

Exhausted marine on patrol with his squad near the

American soldiers tend a wounded comrade while awaiting

South Korean peasants who had been acting as ammuni-

An American soldier contemplates a letter from home

National Archives 1969

Vietnam. The day of this photograph his unit was searching

demilitarized zone (DMZ) during Operation Prairie, Mutter

evacuation just south of the demilitarized zone (DMZ)

tion carriers, help as litter-bearers for the wounded Ameri-

while taking a break from repairing a tank tread, Lang

a deserted Viet Cong camp and had already sustained

Ridge, Nui Cay Tri, in the Republic of Vietnam. Seven U.S.

during the Vietnam War. This photograph became the

can. David Douglas Duncan was renown for his Korean

Vei, Republic of Vietnam. In the soldier’s unforgettable

injuries from an explosion of a booby trapped garbage

Marine Corps battalions were engaged in the operation.

cover image for LIFE Magazine’s October 28, 1966 issue.

War images that focused tightly and unblinkingly on the

face Burnett tells the story of an aspect of the military

site. Halverson saw their lieutenant walking toward a hut

This photo was part of Burrows’ series dated October 5,

Burrows preferred the photo essay format and was skilled

realities of war. During a conflict in which the military ex-

experience that transcends all eras and locations - the

and called out to him not to go there – it might also be a

1966 known as Reaching Out. Burrows was one of the

at telling a story through series of images. This picture was

ercised tight control over the images released by their own

loneliness of being away from home.

trap. The lieutenant took one more step and a mine blew

greatest photographers of the Vietnam war. He died in a

part of one such series in which a unit comes under attack,

photographers, Duncan’s work exemplified a new approach

up under his feet. Using the band on his helmet as a

helicopter crash over Laos while covering that conflict.

sustains casualties, and is rescued via helicopters. In order

to documentation for the American public of the “gritty,”

to take these pictures, Burrows had to travel with the unit

direct, emotional, dangerous story of fighting a war and its

tourniquet Halverson kept him from bleeding to death as
the company medics were occupied with the previously

Photographer: Larry Burrows/Time & Life Pictures

and follow it into combat – which he did constantly. He was

impact on civilians. This picture was included in Duncan’s

wounded men. In the picture the unit is evacuating him.

Getty Images  October 1966.

killed, shot down in a helicopter, while trying to get to the

book, This Is War.

The lieutenant lived, though he did lose his lower leg.

Photographer: David Burnett, Contact Press  March 1971

Laos border to cover a secret Vietnamese attack there.
Photographer: David Douglas Duncan, David Douglas Duncan
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Photographer: Larry Burrows/Time & Life Pictures/Getty Images  

Collection, Ransom Center, University of Texas at Austin

January 1, 1966

September 1950.
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This is one of the many pictures in Witness to
Mission that depict the variety of countries, climates,
and terrains where the U.S. military has fought.

An F-18 Hornet aboard the USS Abraham Lincoln takes

U.S. Army 2nd Lt. Chang Ahn, a platoon leader in the 5th

U.S. Army soldier (10th Special Forces Group) and military

off on night support over Iraq as part of Operation Iraqi

Battalion, 82nd Field Artillery Regiment, and Maj. David

working dog jump off CH-47 Chinook helicopter from

Freedom. 21st century military operations would be

McCulley, Battalion operations officer, update perimeter

the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment during

unimaginable without the advancements in technology

maps to increase base security at Joint Base Balad, Iraq.

water training over the Gulf of Mexico as part of exercise

that allow for night time operations. The development of

The stories of military service include many important

Emerald Warrior 2011. This dog is being trained for deadly

military technology from the Civil War to the 21st century

jobs which are documented by military combat

and serious work, yet the picture suggests humor and

is one of the stories in Witness to Mission.

photographers.

companionship of dog and human handler.

Photographer: Vincent Laforet, The New York Times/Redux  

Photographer: Staff Sgt. Aaron Allmon, U.S. Air Force,

Photographer: Tech. Sgt. Manuel Martinez, U.S. Air Force,  

March 20, 2003

Department of Defense  September 11, 2008

Department of Defense March 1, 2011
Photographer: Ed Kashi, VII  April 24, 2003

An American soldier onboard a Chinook helicopter as
part of Operation Valiant Guard on the hunt for Al-Qaeda
and Taliban near the mountains in Kandahar Province,
Afghanistan. With his back to the camera the soldier’s
thoughts and feelings remain a mystery.
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Russell was also fascinated with railroads. Haupt had him
transferred from his militia to Haupt’s engineering unit to take
intelligence pictures of railroad bridges as well as locations of
battles and towns in the south before and after action. They
were printed in multiples and reviewed by President Lincoln,
the Cabinet, generals and even foreign allies.
Photographer: Capt. Andrew J. Russell, 1st U.S. Army photographer,
U.S. Military Railroad Construction Corps,  National Archives  ca. 1863.

James H. Hare covered five wars as one of the first,

U.S. Paratroopers (187th Airborne RCT) jump behind

Images of helicopters were etched into the public’s

Gen. Herman Haupt on board a pair of small pontoons

possibly the first, photojournalist hired by magazines to

North Korean lines in a move to trap thousands of

memory of Vietnam through television and still camera

of his own design intended for the inspection of the

cover conflicts. His personal passion was airplanes and

retreating enemy combatants. Max Desfor was one of

photography of that war. Faas captures the intimate

undersides of railroad bridges. He was an inventor and

he was witness to the birth of aviation, making the first

several acclaimed independent photographers who covered

coordination between ground troops and helicopters as

civil engineer largely responsible for the construction

picture of the Wright brothers’ flights. Here the Burgess-

the Korean War. He often flew with troops to shoot scenes

U.S. Army helicopters fire to cover the advance of South

and maintenance of Union military railroads and bridges

Wright Model F hydro-aeroplane, the first prototype for a

such as this.

Vietnamese ground troops in an attack on a Viet Cong

during the Civil War. His work was critical for the Union

bi-plane fitted with gliders, crosses the bow of the USS

camp near the Cambodian border, Republic of Vietnam.

armies’ ability to keep supply lines open from the north

Washington (ACR-11), an armored cruiser which was

Photographer: Max Desfor, Associated Press/Corbis  

Faas was the AP Saigon bureau editor in addition to his

to armies in the south. Haupt was a patriot, but did not

the predecessor of the battle cruiser in WWI. This photo

October 20, 1950

many forays into the field as a photographer.

care for military bureaucracy. After a year he resigned

captures a moment before WWI, on the cusp of the future
advancement of aviation technology.

his commission and continued his work for the army as
Photographer: Horst Faas, Associated Press/Corbis  March 1965  

a civilian. Haupt was also responsible for Andrew Russell
becoming the first military combat photographer in the

Photographer: James H. Hare, James H. Hare Collection, Harry

United States.

Ransom Center, University of Texas at Austin 1912
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In one of the most frequently reproduced images of New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina, a distant, dreamlike landscape contrasts
with the cataclysmic disaster revealed upon closer viewing.

As part of a multinational humanitarian assistance and
support effort in earthquake stricken Pakistan, U.S. Army
Sgt. Kornelia Rachwal provides aid on a U.S. Army CH-47
Chinook helicopter. Rachwal and photographer Buytas were
in a unit ferrying supplies to extremely remote areas in
the mountains that had been devastated. After unloading,
villagers handed up this girl who was hurt or sick. She
was alone and crying. A soldier handed her over to Sgt.
Rachwal, who held her until they got back to the base
where she received medical treatment. Buytas, a member
of the 1st Combat Camara Squadron, was wedged into
the crowded helicopter and noticed the scene as the light
streamed through the window. He just managed to move
one arm up to capture this moment of human connection.
Photographer: Tech Sgt. Mike B. Buytas, U.S. Air Force  Department
of Defense October 19, 2005
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A survivor of Hurricane Katrina is lifted by a U.S. Coast

In one of the most frequently reproduced images of

Guard helicopter above a devastated New Orleans,

this event, LaForet captures a dreamlike landscape at

Louisiana. Rescue and Relief missions are an important

a distance, with the sharp clarity of one survivor being

role for the U.S. Military at home and around the world.

rescued, reminding the viewer of the human suffering
and disaster concealed by the long vantage point.
Photographer: Vincent Laforet, The New York Times/Redux  
August 30, 2005
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The colors are retired during a ceremony marking the end of the U.S.
mission in Baghdad, Iraq.
Photographer: Erin A. Kirk-Cuomo, Department of Defense December 15, 2011

A U.S. Army Private First Class waves an American flag

Soldiers from the 101st Airborne Division’s 3rd Brigade

U.S. Army troopers assigned to the 4th Brigade Combat

while the confetti and ticker tape paper fall during NYC’s

return home to Fort Campbell, Kentucky on Valentine’s

Team (Airborne), 25th Infantry Division salute as their

Sailors acting as flag bearers bow their heads during a

Welcome Home parade honoring the coalition forces of

Day after serving a yearlong, overseas deployment in

families and distinguished guests gathered at the Sullivan

prayer at a contemporary burial-at-sea ceremony for a

Desert Storm.

Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.

Arena in Anchorage, Alaska for a redeployment ceremony

veteran aboard the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln

to welcome them home from a 10-month deployment to

(CVN-72).

Photographer: Staff Sgt. Charles Reger, U.S. Army,

Photographer: Jim Gehrz, Minneapolis Star-Tribune  

Department of Defense June 10, 1991

February 14, 2011

Afghanistan.
Photographer: Petty Officer 3rd Class James R. Evans, U.S. Navy,  
Photographer: Justin Connaher, U.S. Air Force, Department of

Department of Defense August 19, 2007

Defense November 1, 2012
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The end of war means loved ones
can return home.

The end of war means loved ones can return home. These

Navy sailor flies into the drink in an image captured

A U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. returns home after spending

Lt. Col. Robert Moore returns home to Villisca, Iowa after

soldiers being mustered out at Camp Dix, New Jersey at

by a photographer of the U.S. Navy Photographic Institute,

more than five years as a prisoner of war in the

sixteen months overseas in WWII. He had been awarded

the end of WWI, the “war to end all wars,” were probably

commanded by famed fashion and art photographer,

Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam) in the

the Distinguished Service Cross for leading his battalion

recently trained soldiers who would have been sent to

Edward Steichen. Steichen was one of only three photo-

infamous “Hanoi Hilton” prison camp. This Pulitzer-

against Erwin Rommel’s Panzers in North Africa. Bunker

Europe if the Armistice had not been declared. Note the

graphers to receive the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

Prize-winning image has become one of the most

waited over twenty-four hours for Moore’s train to reach the

dog on lower right.

This photo was probably taken in a port in the Pacific

reproduced images from the Vietnam era. Photographer

station so he could take the photograph.

theater. It was taken a few weeks before the Japanese

Sal Veder attributes the power of this image to the

Photographer: Underwood and Underwood,  

surrender and after the fall of the Philippines when several

contrast between the grounded, military bearing and

Photographer: Earle L. Bunker, Omaha World-Herald Tribune  

National Archives 1918

of Steichen’s Naval Institute men were in that area.

dark, straight back of the airman, whose emotions at

July 15, 1943

this moment are a mystery as his face is not visible,

Photographer: Bill Roth, Anchorage Daily News/MCT/Getty Images  
September 17, 2012

Photography: Edward Steichen/George Eastman House,

and the open, forward energy of his family, particularly

Getty Images June 26, 1945

the joyful children, whose feet literally do not touch the

Sgt. Larry Green Jr., 4th Brigade Combat Team (Airborne),

ground in their eagerness to embrace him.

25th Infantry Division, gets a big hug from his son as he
returns home from a one-year deployment to Afghanistan

Photographer: Slava “Sal” Veder, Associated Press/Corbis  

in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.

October 27, 1967
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The Photographers
featured in Witness to Mission

“It took a while to

Aaron Allmon ( b 1976 )

Earle “Buddy” Bunker

( 1912-1975 ) Bunker had a life-

(1963-2008). He has covered every summer Olympic

and other locations, he was ready for Vietnam. By the time

Justin Connaher

( b 1975 ) As an airborne infantryman

India and his funeral, and President Johnson’s visit to

appreciate the power of

Allmon gave up football

long journalism career based in Omaha, Nebraska, mainly with

Games from 1984 to 2008 and is the author of E-motion:

of his death in a helicopter crash while covering the story of

in the U.S. Army Connaher served three years before sustain-

Vietnam. He was 1955 World Press Photographer of

a photograph...”

in college to enlist in

the Omaha World-Herald. His Pulitzer Prize picture “Home-

The Spirit of Sport. In 2006 he produced a twenty-six-

the South Vietnamese secret invasion of Laos in 1971, he

ing an injury in a jump. He graduated from the University of

the Year. After retiring from AP he was photography

the U.S. Air Force. With

coming” is included in Witness to Mission. Bunker stayed all

page essay on the traces of Hurricane Katrina for the

had become the best-known photographer of that conflict,

Wisconsin-Green Bay with an emphasis in photojournalism.

director for U.S. News and World Report until 1980.

no previous photography experience he chose photogra-

night at the railroad station waiting for the train bringing the

National Geographic magazine. Burnett is co-founder of

a mentor and teacher to younger journalists. He supplied

After working for the Fond du Lac Gannet newspaper where

phy as a job and ended up doing medical forensic work

local veteran seen in that picture home from WWII.

Contact Press Images, the New York-based photojour-

photo essays to LIFE Magazine that unflinchingly looked

he earned multiple corporate, state and national awards,

David Douglas Duncan (

nalism agency, a thirty-nine-year legacy.

at the humanity of combatants and civilians, documenting

Connaher joined the Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson Pub-

early interest in photography and travel. He began to take

both military action and its impact at the deepest level, on

lic Affairs staff as a photographer in 2011 and was named

both seriously while studying at the University of Miami in

everyone touched by the war.

U.S. Airforce Civilian Photographer of the Year in 2012.

1938 where he was picture editor and photographer for the

for several years. He saw the elite “hot shot” combat photographers work and began to realize that it could be more
than just an interesting job. He was accepted into the 1st
Combat Camera Squadron and spent 10 years traveling the
world. After 9/11 he served three tours in Afghanistan. His
next assignment - “ the most rewarding” - was with a unit

“Satisfaction comes
from working next to
500 photographers
and coming away with
something different.”

David Burnett (

b 1946 )

David Burnett’s work is

Larry Burrows (

legendary in international

tured with Horst Faas in Saigon, 1964 ) was hired by LIFE

photojournalism

circles.

Magazine’s London bureau lab for miscellaneous tasks

Michael Buytas

He globe-trots from his

ranging from drying film to getting tea for the famous pho-

in 1987 straight out of high school, as was a family tradi-

1926-1971 ) At age 16 Burrows ( pic-

university newspaper. By 1943, when he joined the Marine
( b 1969 ) Buytas joined the Air Force

“Shoot first,
ask questions later.”

Max Desfor

( b 1913 )

Corps Reserve and became a combat photographer, he

Desfor has had one of the

was established as a freelancer with work sold to LIFE and

that searched for remains of Americans overseas and when

base in the Washington

tion. Based on his high school yearbook experience, he

found, brought them back for burial. As his final assignment

DC area and lives for the challenge to report with his

requested photography as a job and began with dark-

he volunteered to go to Minot AFB in North Dakota to mentor

camera. Burnett’s photojournalism career spans more

room work on intelligence photography. The Syracuse

in New York City, son of immigrant parents. His ca-

and train young photographers. His reason: “The Air Force

than four decades covering news, sporting events, poli-

University program for military photography significantly

reer began humbly, joining AP in 1933 as a “squeegee

was good to me. I want to give back to the Air Force.”

tics, and human conflicts of the day. He was the last

shaped his understanding of what he was trying to ac-

boy” and runner. Later he was allowed to cover local

complish with a camera and the standards of what makes

news, mainly fires, with baby pictures as a sideline. A

a great picture. He developed an acuity for capturing the

staff photographer by the time the United States en-

human drama and the emotional impact in a situation.

tered WWII, he was a photographer for Adm. Chester

photojournalist to cover the American war in Vietnam

“No one was there
more often and got up
closer than Larry.”

b 1916 ) Duncan had an

longest careers in photojournalism.

He

grew

up

“The photographer’s job
is to find and catch the
storytelling moment.”

Damien Berg ( b 1990 ) Inspired by his grandfather who

for LIFE Magazine. American Photo magazine named

served 33 years, Berg enlisted in the U.S. Navy in 2010 af-

Burnett as one of the “100 Most Important People in

ter two years of college and intends to remain in the military

Photography.” His other awards include: Photographer

As a member of the First Combat Camera Squadron he

A. Nimitz; foughton Guam and Okinawa and photo-

until retirement. He had a course in photography in college

of the Year, 1980, Magazine Photographer of the Year,

served three tours in Iraq, one in Afghanistan with army

graphed the Enola Gay crew when it returned from the

and was in a basic training course at Ft. Meade in Public

Pictures of the Year competition, World Press Photo of

units where he admitted that he had “some close calls.”

Hiroshima atomic bombing. After covering revolutions

National Geographic Magazine, among other outlets. From

Affairs including units on Video, Photography and Writing,

the Year, and the Robert Capa Gold

Medal from the

tographers covering WWII. Later he printed their pictures.

After a month in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina he

and wars in Asia for AP in 1946 and 1947 he volun-

1943 to 1946 he covered the Solomon Islands and Western

with an emphasis on video. His wife is a K-9 handler also in

Overseas Press Club. A veteran journalist of the political

He was blocked from covering Korea by LIFE at age 24,

was immediately sent to Pakistan in a relief mission fol-

teered to go to Korea. There he traveled with front line

Pacific including the Battle of Okinawa, as well as the Japa-

the U.S. Navy. Photography always was and is his passion

scene in Washington, he has photographed every Ameri-

superseded by their senior photographers. In 1962, having

lowing a major earthquake there. Later he also served

troops and won the Pulitzer Prize for his work. Remain-

nese surrender aboard the U.S.S. Missouri (not the version

and he shoots frequently in his spare time.

can president from John F. Kennedy to George W. Bush

spent ten years shooting for LIFE in the Middle East, Congo,

in Bosnia during the NATO war crimes investigation.

ing in Asia for AP, Desfor documented Ghandi’s rise in

seen in Witness to Mission). Upon honorable discharge he

—David Halbertstam

James Hare (

had earned a Purple Heart, Legion of Merit, six battle stars,

be a combat photographer and even shopped around re-

executing a Vietcong soldier at point-blank range. Faas

James Gehrz

three air medals and two flying crosses. He is most famous

cruiting offices to find a center that would guarantee him

was severely wounded in Vietnam in 1967 and was saved

is a widely honored photojournalist who has dedicated his

tojournalist whose father was a camera manufacturer.

York City where, as a staff photographer for the New York

for his work in the Korean War, although he also produced

the job if he enlisted. Evans served on the USS Abraham

by a U.S. Army medic. Later he was editor of AP Europe;

life to “telling stories that matter” since the 5th grade. His

He apprenticed in his father’s shop but became more

Times since 2006, he covers a variety of assignments, fo-

a body of work in Vietnam which resulted in two books. He

Lincoln in the Pacific during Operation Iraqi Freedom

published Requiem, Photographs by Photographers Who

work has been celebrated internationally including Best Of

interested in using cameras than in making and sell-

cusing on national news and American life. Born in subur-

retired to Provence, France and continued to produce book

and Enduring Freedom and then completed the military

Died in Vietnam, and organized reunions in Vietnam of

Photojournalism 2005 Still Photography, NPPA; First Place

ing them. Initially a hobbyist, he began to sell his work

ban Chicago in 1972, he started his photojournalism career

projects including several about his friend and neighbor

photography program at Syracuse University which “em-

photographers and journalists from both sides of that

in the Gordon Parks International Photography Competi-

to London journals. He

working for community weeklies throughout the suburbs,

moved to Brooklyn, New

including Copley Chicago Newspapers, which won consis-

Pablo Picasso, and a photo-autobiography, Photo Nomad.

Alfred Eisenstaedt

powered me to be creative, not only to document.” Upon

conflict. Among his many awards were the Pulitzer Prize

his return to Navy Public Affairs he used the skills he

in 1965, 1972; Overseas Press Award, 1963-64, 1970,

( 1898-1995 ) Called “the fa-

learned at Syracuse to raise the expectations of quality

1972, 1997 (with Tim Page); and the Robert Capa Gold

ther of photojournalism,” Eisenstaedt was known for

that his team could produce. He was Military Photogra-

Medal Award, 1965.

capturing the spontaneous moment. Born in Imperial

pher of the Year Honorable Mention, and also the Walter

Germany (Prussia), he was given a camera at age 14.

Richardson Naval Photographer of the Year in various

Kathleen Flynn ( b 1977 )

After service in the German Army in WWI he began his

categories. He now shoots nature photography, espe-

freelance career in Berlin in 1928. About those years

cially the landscapes of Alaska which is his native state.

he said: “Photojournalism had just started, and I knew

( b 1956 ) The St. Paul, Minnesota native

tion in 2010, and being named the Newspaper Photographer of the Year by the

“...my strongest asset
is to find wonder
and eloquence in the
everyday aspects of life.”

National

Press

Pho-

tographers Association

1856-1946 ) Hare was an English pho-

… what I did was to try
to obtain pictures of
action in the early days
of war photography”

b 1972 )Todd Heisler is based in New

York in 1889 and sold
pictures to American Illustrator. He later went
to

in 2005. He has been

Todd Heisler (

Colliers

and

con-

nominated as a Finalist

vinced them to send him to shoot the destroyed battle-

“Great photos are a gift

After a decade of merito-

for the Pulitzer Prize in

ship Maine as well as document life and war in Cuba

so you have to be careful

rious work at the Tampa

Feature Photography along with numerous other awards.

– thus probably becoming the first official American

what you do with them.”

Bay Times in St. Pe-

Gehrz received the ASNE Community Service Photojour-

combat photojournalist. Colliers continued to send him

very little about photography. It was an adventure, and

“I tried to be in the

Horst Faas

( 1933-

tersburg, Florida, Flynn

nalism Award for a story about life amidst the oil boom in

to conflicts around the world. He eventually covered

I was always amazed when anything came out.” By

newspaper every day, to

2012 ) Faas ( pictured

joined the staff of the

North Dakota and was named Photographer of the Year

five wars including WWI. His other passion was docu-

1935 when he escaped the Nazi regime and came to

beat the opposition with

on previous page with

Times-Picayune/Nola in

16 times by the Minnesota and Wisconsin News Photogra-

menting the development of aviation. He was the first

the United States, he was a well known photojournalist

better photos.”

Larry Burrows in Sai-

New Orleans in 2013.

phers Associations. One of his most prized awards came in

journalist to photograph a plane in flight – the Wright

and was soon hired as one of its original four photogra-

gon, 1964 ) was born

In addition to her dedi-

2004 when he was awarded the Scripps Howard Founda-

Flyer III in May 1908.

phers for the new LIFE Magazine which debuted in 1936.

in Germany and began his association with AP there as

cation to community journalism in Florida and Louisi-

tion National Journalism Award for Photojournalism for his

He was awarded the Presidential Medal of Honor in the

a photographer in 1956. He covered the Congo and Al-

ana, she has been in several “conflict zones” cover-

picture story about a soldier recovering from her injuries

Paul Halverson (

b 1950 ) Before entering the ser-

for the Rocky Mountain News, he and writing colleague

Arts, and was 1951 Photographer of the Year. His long

geria for them before going to Vietnam in 1962 as a pho-

ing the tsunami in Thailand, immigration in Mexico,

suffered in a roadside bomb blast while serving in Iraq.

vice Halverson had studied some photography in high

Jim Sheller followed Maj. Steve Beck as he carried out the

career included a photograph of President Clinton and

tographer and later as bureau chief in Saigon. He was

post-conflict Liberia, India’s booming pharmaceutical

This also earned first place honors in the 62nd Annual Pic-

school and college and had dark room skills. This re-

most difficult duty of his career: casualty notification. The

wife Hillary in 1993 and the famous sailor kissing a nurse

known as a photographer who did not shrink from seeing

industry, the war in Afghanistan, and Haiti. Her work

tures of the Year International competition. His series, Lost

sulted in him being attached to the Public Information

project marked a special high in American photojournal-

on VJ Day in 1945. He published several books includ-

and depicting the realities of war, and as an editor who

has received numerous awards, including a 2013 re-

Warriors, was about suicide among troops serving, prepar-

Service after he completed infantry training. During two

ism as a model of excellence in the area of investigative

ing Witness to Our Time (1966), The Eye of Eisenstaedt

mentored young photojournalists. In Saigon he was re-

gional Emmy, honors in 2012 and 2013 from the Na-

ing to serve or who had served in Iraq and Afghanistan.

tours in Vietnam with the U.S. Army in the 35th Infantry

untold story reporting. Heisler was awarded the 2006 Pulit-

(1969), and Eisenstaedt’s Guide to Photography (1978).

sponsible for the decision to disseminate two of the most

tional Press Photographers Association’s Best of Pho-

Division and 9th Infantry Division he witnessed and doc-

zer Prize for Feature Photography for his images depicting

disturbing and iconic images of that war, the Huynh Cong

tojournalism, and a 2013 Casey Medal, awarded each

umented the actions of his units on the ground and in

the families of Marines killed in Iraq and also received top

b 1984 ) Evans was always interested

Ut photo shot of the naked girl screaming as she flees a

year for the best reporting on children, youth and

villages. He returned with severe PTSD as well as effects

honors from the World Press Photo Contest, Pictures of

in photography and he always knew he wanted to serve,

napalm attack, which eventually won a Pulitzer Prize; and

families in the United States. Flynn was named the

of Agent Orange. He became a boat pilot on the Great

the Year International, NPPA’s best of Photojournalism, The

as had all the men in his family. He was determined to

the Eddie Adams picture of a South Vietnamese official

NPPA’s Region 6 photographer of the year in 2004.

Lakes and later joined the Disabled Veterans of America.

American Society of New Editors and at Visa Pour l’image.

James R Evans (

tent recognition in the Pictures of the Year contest, including Best Use of Photographs. While a staff photographer

Ed Kashi

“Being a woman and a

Erin Kirk-Cuomo

dia reporter and photojournalist dedicated to document-

photographer in the Marines

( b 1980 ) As Kirk-

ing the social and political issues that define our times. He

is not for the faint of

Cuomo was gradu-

has covered many wars and ground zero of natural catas-

heart. You need a stubborn

ating from the Uni-

trophes with a particular interest and appreciation of the

streak.”

versity of the Arts in

( b 1957 ) Kashi is an independent multime-

value of accurately documenting conflict zone realities. He

Philadelphia with a

is known for his sensitive eye and exceptional ability to de-

degree in photojournalism, the conflict in Iraq and Afghani-

velop intimate relationships with the people whose stories

stan was growing. She wanted to cover that story but found
combat photography jobs in the private sector closed mostly because she was a woman. She decided to go where

“I deeply believe in

she knew she could get the job – the military. She sought

the power of the still

out the Marines because photographers in that service are

picture to change

embedded in one unit and have the opportunity to develop

people’s minds.”

trusting relationships over the length of the tour. She spent
four of her six years with the 1st Marine Division in Iraq in

as well as his integration of HDcapable DSLR cameras. He

turing a stor y and an eye for a good picture. Besides

Stacy Pearsall

has many international commissioned publication assign-

his training with the First Combat Camera Squadron

Pearsall enlisted at age

Force seeking a job in the medical field. Photography was

ments including National Geographic, Sports Illustrated,

he has flying status. His experience has included

17, inspired not only by

last on his list of preferences but he was assigned directly

TIME, Newsweek, LIFE, Vanity Fair, and The New York

tours in Iraq where he was at tached and went out

her grandfather who had

to a job in darkroom processing and then was allowed to

Times Magazine, LaForet won a Pulitzer Prize in 2002. He

daily with an Army combat unit that did foot patrols

served in WWI, but also by

shoot pictures. First assigned to a camera group in Okina-

began his photography career at the age of 15 by landing

and convoys. He was also in Afghanistan, where he

her sister who preceded

wa, he later had advanced training at Rochester Institute

internships at The Los Angeles Times and Reuters wire

concentrated on aerial photography; in the Virgin Is-

her in the Air Force and became the first female crew chief.

of Technology where he “learned the difference between

service. By 25, he had established himself as the young-

lands, where he flew with hurricane hunters; and in

Subsequent preparation included stringent combat training,

getting a great picture and straight documentation.” Re-

est staff photographer for The New York Times where he

other countries in the Middle East.

which she needed to survive in Afghanistan and Iraq as she

ger completed four combat tours in Panama, Bosnia-

traveled with combat units, was

Herzegovina, and Somalia. During three years as Chief of

contributed to post

“I have a terrible weakness
for gadgets, love to meet
interesting people every day,
refuse to make an image I’ve
seen before …”

places such as Falluja and Helmand Province. She left the
service due to injury, but was immediately hired by Secrehe is privileged to document through complex imagery and

tary of Defense Panetta for his photography team. She was

compelling renderings of the human condition. He is also a

lead photographer under Secretaries Gates and Hagel. In

remarkable educator devoted to instructing and mentoring

2014 she relocated with her U.S. Coast Guard husband to

and participates in forums and lectures on photojournalism.

Cape May, New Jersey where she is a freelance photojour-

His numerous awards include Second Prize Contemporary

nalist and has her own photography business.

Vince LaForet

from Pictures of the Year International, Communication

as a photographer, commercial director, technological in-

Arts and American Photography. A founding member of

novator and more. “…basically I love to try new things.” He

VII Photo Agency, Kashi and his wife, writer/filmmaker Ju-

says the work is always about the people in his viewfinder.

lie Winokur, also founded Talking Eyes Media. The nonprofit

The native New Yorker and three-time winner at the 2010

company has produced numerous short films and multime-

Cannes Lions International Advertising Festival, is known

dia pieces that explore significant social issues. His work is

for his innovative approach and forward thinking strate-

published and exhibited worldwide, and his editorial assign-

gies to image-making and storytelling. He is considered a

ments and personal projects have generated seven books.

pioneer for his innovative tilt-shift and aerial photography

( b 1975 ) LaForet has won recognition

Charles Reger

( b 1961 ) Reger enlisted in the U.S. Air

9/11 coverage and

Arland B. Musser

( 1910 -1962 ) Musser’s 16 3rd

wounded twice, and rescued

“A great picture

Operations of the Joint Camera Center, he oversaw 500

gave the public sto-

Signal Photographic Unit was with the Third Army

a wounded soldier while under

speaks for itself.”

photographers deployed around the world. Reger retired

ries of the impact of

units that liberated Dachau concentration camp ; and

fire. She completed four combat

in 2003 and is Director of Public and Legislative Affairs

those events on the

was also at the invasion of Sicily. His photographs

tours. She also served in several

for the U.S. Forestry Service, based in West Virginia.

people of Afghani-

are in the National Holocaust Memorial Museum in

African countries in a “hearts and minds” campaign that

stan and Pakistan.

Washing ton, D.C.

built schools; and she accompanied Special Operations in

Cecilio Ricardo

search of terrorist training camps. Pearsall was awarded the

American from California. He enlisted at age 17 intend-

Traveling with the U.S. Coast Guard, Laforet was one of

( b 1973 ) Ricardo is a first generation

the first people in the world to lay eyes on the massive

Billy Newhouse

( 1919 -20 02 ) The Army’s 166th

Bronze Star and was named Military Photographer of the

ing to be a military policeman. When he did not quali-

devastation of Hurricane Katrina and says he has never

Signal Corps had 21 units attached to various divi-

Year in 2003 and 2007. Forced into retirement due to injury

fy for that job he chose Still Photographer Specialist as

been the same. “That day I found a new appreciation for

sions of Patton’s Third Army. Newhouse’s unit was not

and combat disability, she founded the Charleston Studio for

an alternative because he thought he understood what

life.” He is principle of LaForet Visuals and shares his ideas

attached to a specific division and was given special

Photography and continues to be a professional photogra-

it was. He expected to do his “four years and out,” but

and knowledge with the world on a heavily visited blog.

assignments to cover action as it developed. This re-

pher, speaker and spokesperson for veterans. She has au-

three years in he fell

sulted in them seeing more combat than was typical.

thored A Photojournalist’s Field Guide and Shooter: Combat

in love with photojour-

( b 1981 ) Martinez began his mili-

They were at Normandy for D Day, in all of the major

From Behind The Camera.

nalism.

tary photography career at age 17, when, just out of

campaigns and battles in France, at the Battle of the

high school, he enlisted in

Bulge, and the invasion of Germany. They documented

Roy Reeve and staff The U.S. Army Medical Mu-

First Combat Camera

the U.S. Air Force thinking

the liberation of Buchenwald and other concentration

seum was founded in 1862. Photography as a method

Squadron and realized

he could become a pilot.

camps. The 166th teams sent back a total of 300,000

of collecting medical information became important in

he wanted to shoot

Instead he was assigned

pictures, as well as film footage. Newhouse was an en-

WWI when Roy Reeve was hired to manage still photog-

great pictures like them. He attended the Syracuse Uni-

to

in

tomologist by education, and after W WII he returned to

raphy. In 1918 Museum Unit #1 photographers were sent

versity program for photojournalism and eventually quali-

photography and discov-

his profession and his home state of California where

to France. In WWII, still under Reeve, the Museum sent

fied for the Second Combat Camara Squadron. He has

ered he had a feel for cap

he continued to pursue photography as an avocation.

a detachment of the Museum and Medical Arts Service.

been in the service for 23 years and although he is now

Issues Singles in the 2011 World Press Photo Contest, UNICEF’s Photo of the Year 2010, a Prix Pictet 2010, honors

( b 1980 )

Manual Martinez

technical

training

He

learned

about the “stars” of the

“I could not believe they
would give me a camera, and pay me to take
pictures and travel around
the world.”

in administrative posts he continues to mentor young military

tary Railroads Construction Corps in order to illustrate

photographers, while encouraging them to be more creative

his reports with technical photos of railroad bridges. Be-

in their work and shoot pictures that make a difference.

sides taking the pictures for Haupt, as an officer, Russell
had unusual access to the frontlines and battlefields and

Bill Roth

David Swanson
“…bring back something
that will please the brass
a little bit…an aircraft
carrier or somebody with
all the braid, but spend
the rest of your time photographing the man.”

( b 1964 ) David is a lifelong Pennsylva-

Underwood and Underwood Founded in 1881 by

nia resident and both of his parents served in World War II.

two brothers, Elmer (1859 -1947) and Bert Elias Under-

“They taught me love of military and photography,” he notes.

wood, Underwood and Underwood was an early producer

He is an accomplished photojournalist with more than 30

and distributor of stereoscopic and other photographic

years of experience capturing the triumphs and tragedies

images. By the 1890s they determined that there was

of the human condition. His work has appeared on the front

a market for news events pictures. They sent photogra-

pages of The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times and

phers to world hot spots including the Greco-Turkish War

The Washington Post. Most notably he has worked for the

in 1897. In 1910 they had established the first news bu-

( b 1959 ) Born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Roth

he took many important pictures of troops, the aftermath

grew up in a military family on SAC bases. His father, a

of battles,t and in one case, an ongoing battle (from a

lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Air Force, was posted to An-

nearby bluff). After the war Russell photographed the

chorage in 1968 where Roth grew up and remained. He

construction of the transcontinental railroad for the East-

obtained a degree in journalism and in 1984 joined the

ern Union Pacific Railroad Company and produced the

Philadelphia Inquirer since 1986, where he has covered

reau for photography with photographers on assignment

Anchorage Daily News. He has covered a wide range of

famous image of driving the last golden spike at Promon-

international, national and local news. He won the 2012

worldwide. In 1921 they sold the stereographic business

stories, many connected to the military which has a major

tory Summit, Utah in 1869 where the eastern and west-

Pulitzer Prize in Public Service for the work in the Phila-

to concentrate on news, portraiture, and commercial pho-

presence in Anchorage. He has flown on many military

ern tracks joined. He eventually returned to New York

Edward Steichen

( 1879-1973 ) A naturalized citizen

delphia Inquirer series, “The Assault on Learning,” and has

tography. They supplied all the photographs used in early

termath of the collapse of the World Trade Center towers

aircraft and camped with the army at -40 degrees cover-

and had a photography studio in Brooklyn until his death.

born in Luxembourg, Steichen was already 38 and an estab-

been nominated for the Pulitzer more than a dozen times. In

issues of Time Magazine. The company ceased business

in New York; the war in Afghanistan in 2001 and 2002;

lished photography celebrity when he enlisted in the Army’s

2003 he was as an embedded photojournalist with the 10th

in the 1940s.

the inauguration of Afghan President Hamid Karzai in

( 1923-2012 ) Sargent was a U.S.

Photographic Division of Aerial Photography in 1917 and

Mountain Division during two trips to Afghanistan. In 2004

Coast Guard Chief Photographers Mate in WWI. He was

helped establish the first aerial reconnaissance operation

he was embedded with the 2nd Battalion 4th Marines Echo

“We are trained

Slava “Sal’ Veder ( b 1927 )

in 2003, and in Iraq in 2005 and 2009. In 2010, Walker’s

( 1829-1902 ) Andrew Russell

one of several CPM’s on the amphibious landing craft at

for the U.S. By WWII, at age 60, he had achieved fame as a

Company in Ramadi, Iraq, as part of Operation Iraqi Free-

to look for things

Veder was an AP photogra-

photo essay, Ian Fisher: American Soldier, “an intimate

was the first military combat photographer and the only

D-Day, June 6, 1944, that ferried invading allied troops to

commercial and art photographer. However, he volunteered

dom. Swanson was with the company photographing their

other people don’t

pher and photo editor in Sac-

portrait of a teenager who joins the Army at the height of

one in the Civil War. He grew up in New York and had

the beaches of Normandy for that historic invasion that

again but was turned down by all the services as too old. He

work in the sustained firefight that led to the deaths of 10

look for.”

ramento and San Francisco

insurgent violence in Iraq, poignantly searching for mean-

some success as a painter. He was also fascinated with

began the conquest of Europe from the Nazi Germany

used his high level connections to convince the Undersec-

men in one day. He was also injured a few days later when

for thirty-two years. He was

ing and manhood,” won the Pulitzer Prize for Feature Pho-

trains. In 1860 he began painting a diorama to help re-

occupation. Sargent, a veteran of the invasions of Sicily

retary of the Navy to allow him to organize a unit to photo-

he was shot in the arm. He was awarded the 2004 World

also a writer, beginning his career as a sportswriter and then

tography. Craig’s work was exhibited at The International

cruit Union soldiers, and volunteered himself in 1862. By

and Salerno, took the photo from his landing craft at sec-

graph the Navy for image and recruiting purposes. Eventu-

Press Photo Golden Eye for photography in Ramadi.

feature writer. He was in Vietnam in 1973 and 1975. He

Photojournalism Festival of Perpignan in 2010. Walker

this time he had learned

tor “Easy Red” of Omaha Beach around 7:40 a.m. local

ally the Naval Aviation Research Unit that he commanded

won the Pulitzer Prize in 1974 for his iconic picture of an

was awarded a second Pulitzer Prize in 2012 for Fea-

the wet-plate photogra-

time. Many of the photographers lost their film that day

took over technical photography for all the Navy as well. He

Paul Thompson

A Connecticut native,

American POW reuniting with his family. He returned to the

ture Photography for Welcome Home, The Story of Scott

phy method which was

when they went into the water. Sargent put his film in

organized a historic photography exhibition of combat pho-

Thompson came to prominence for a set of photographs

California Bay area to continue a long career in journalism.

Ostrom about an honorably discharged veteran, struggling

the latest technology of

a milk can and it survived to provide the quintessential

tography at the new Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) and

he took of Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) when invited to

that time. Brig. General

image of the danger that allied personnel faced that day.

after the war became the Director of Photography there.

meet the author at his home. He sold the pictures for a

Craig Walker

( b 1967 ) Since Sept. 11, 2001, Denver

service in Iraq. He was also named Newspaper Photogra-

Herman Haupt prevailed

significant sum and eventually grew that investment into

Post staff photojournalist Craig Walker has covered some

pher of the Year in the Pictures of the Year International

upon authorities to at-

one of the earliest photo agencies. His photographers trav-

of the most important stories that unwound from the ter-

competition; received a first-place National Headliners

tach Russell to his Mili-

eled to the most remote corners of the earth for National

rorist attacks in New York and Washington, D.C., fixing

Award in 2002; the Sidney Hillman Foundation prize for

Geographic and produced a famous series of early baseball

a compassionate lens on the men, women and children

Photojournalism and third place Photographer of the Year

images, all under the name of Paul Thompson.

entangled in the continuing story. He chronicled the af-

from the Pictures of the Year International competition.

ing stories. One of his favorite events to photograph is the

Robert F. Sargent

Iditarod race, unique to Alaska.

Andrew J. Russell

“The Photograph
Department begins and
ends with him.”
— J.H. Devereau
Superintendent of Military
Railroads, 1864

( b 1877 )

2001; and the deployment of American troops in Kuwait

with a severe case of post-traumatic stress disorder after

Each community has a ‘savings account’ of time,
talent, and treasure available to make a difference for its
veterans and national cemeteries.

A Place for Reflection —
			
Patriot Plaza

Larry Kirkland’s contribution focuses on personal experiences in “Testimonies.” Using materials of marble, glass
and steel he combines photography, etching and engraving

Mark Ormond

Travelling east on Clark Road from Sarasota, Florida one
sees the bucolic landscape of farms and fields dotted with
old oak trees. Across from the entrance to Myakka State
Park one arrives at a huge expanse of land that is the

to capture the stories of individuals through drawings, texts

Although the design of the plaza includes
stone walls, the sense one has within the plaza
is of openness. All the man-made elements
achieve their goals and functions of shelter,
protection and seating and yet the plaza leaves
visual access to the heavens above.

Sarasota National Cemetery in Sarasota County. Turning

and images. Sixteen sheets of marble invite the standing
viewer to contemplate people who have made a difference
“Night to Day, Here and Away” is Ellen Driscoll’s contribution

to the country. Each large marble tablet delivers messages

in glass tile mosaic. Her work creates a visual narrative

across years and generations. This series of works embrac-

that pays tribute to the twenty-four hour, seven-day-a-

es all voices and all experiences that define the military.

week commitment of both troops and their families to the
safekeeping of freedom. Her vertical mosaic spiral forms sited

Each tablet is engraved with an aspect of military life:

into the driveway, a great glass wing appears to hover

The open elements of the design invite the kinetic

just inside the east and west entrances signal attention to her

integrity, teamwork, guidance, courage, endurance,

in the distance. This modern construction signals the

dimension of the moving clouds and changing weather

tiled story that reaches its most dramatic fifty-foot unfolding

service, conflict, legacy, sacrifice, democracy, resilience,

location of Patriot Plaza, where the American flag flies

conditions. The expanse of space surrounding Patriot

on the wall in front of the rostrum. Driscoll’s narrative in tiles

morale, support, mission, order, and challenges. Each

on an eighty-foot pole. Patriot Plaza, an initiative of the

Plaza allows the contemplation of infinity, the future and

brings to mind such precedents as the Bayeux Tapestry, an

reflection, letter, note, drawing, or entry connects the

Patterson Foundation, is a combination of many elements

the unknown. In the early morning and the late afternoon

embroidered 230-foot-long woven cloth that depicts the events

viewer with another human being. The viewer shares

and includes art commissioned specifically for the site.

when few individuals are present, the stillness is pierced

leading up to the Norman conquest of England and the Battle

the pain, tribute, sorrow, or memory with the author. It

The experience of these elements allows a profound

by the sounds of birds and insects. There is the rare

of Hastings. Driscoll’s frieze-like compositions pay homage to

is a powerful connection orchestrated by the design of

opportunity for reflection on the military, family, American

tortoise who ambles along or a deer in the distance. The air

the tradition of ancient Roman mosaics that were pure design

the marble plinth that is eight feet, six inches high and

history, and one’s own place in the world.

as a soft cool breeze is nourishing and comforting. In the

or decoration known as emblemata, or those that included

four feet wide.

distance, beyond the undeveloped fields, the green lush

narratives and scenes of gladiators in

Beneath the great glass

stands of palms, oaks and other native species appear

battle. While her spiral forms are not

ceiling is a seating area for

to signal nature’s protection. The silence is sometimes

obelisks, their verticality and decorative

2800 people in the form of

broken by the sounds of traffic in the distance, reminding

program recall a tall four-sided form

a large hemicycle derived

one that life continues.

that the Eqyptians paired at the

from the design of ancient

entrance of their temples. The most

The scale of the marble establishes a
presence that embraces the viewer in an
intimate yet open space where a personal
connection can be made. Upright, rigid
but imperfect, like all men, these roughly
hewn marble sentinels represent the memory
of all military families and all wars.

Greek amphitheaters that

The Patriot Plaza’s experience reflects the work of an

famous obelisk in the United States

were traditionally uncovered.

ensemble cast of artists. The goal of The Patterson

is the recently restored Washington

The rostrum area of Patriot

Foundation in commissioning a number of artists, rather

Monument in Washington, D.C.,

Plaza also reflects the Greek prototype, as does the star-

than just one, was to provide a variety of experiences for the

completed in 1884, and, like Patriot

Their placement on the arc behind the seating area

shaped map area that is in front of the rostrum in an area

visitor. Each artist’s unique contribution allows the visitor

Plaza, was funded with private money.

creates a formal, almost ceremonial pace, a cadence for

that the Greeks called the orchestra.

to access his own emotions and experiences. The most

reflection, recognition and remembrance.

important issue the artists were challenged to address was
scale, and each artist did so with a unique approach.
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This area of the plaza provides a window
into the history of the military in the United
States and the country’s engagement
with the challenge of wars.
The photographs seem to float in the opening cut into the

field on the outskirts of Rome. The Ara Pacis celebrates

engravers, were the record of the contributions of patriots,

Two artists, Ann Hirsch and Pablo Eduardo, were chosen

posture of movement. Eduardo has captured not only the

marble. Projecting oneself into the imagery, the viewer is

the actions of an acquisitive empire. Patriot Plaza celebrates

soldiers, and leaders. During the Civil War, engravings

to create sculptures for the entrance walls. While eagles

density but also the airiness of the eagle’s plumage.

suspended in life, in time and in history. And thus suspended,

the freedom of a democratic nation. The marble tablets and

based on drawings and early photographs documented

cast in bronze were proposed by each artist, their concepts

the viewer can be overpowered by an extraordinary emotional

elements of Patriot Plaza celebrate the humanity of the

the events on the battlefield. Winslow Homer’s first-hand

were remarkably different. These two creations recognize

Every artist invites the participation of the viewer to com-

response. The engraved granite underfoot that can be read

military and its commitment to peace. From the raised area

views were translated to engravings that appeared in the

the symbolism of the eagle, first chosen during the Civil

plete the artwork’s presence on Patriot Plaza which opened

walking in any direction immerses the visitor in the words

along the path where the sixteen tablets stand are benches

journal, Harper’s Weekly. For the past one hundred years

War as a mascot for troops serving the Union Army.

in 2014, the 150th anniversary year of the first soldier being

that describe the foundation of military life such as discipline,

where visitors can sit and face away from the covered area.

photography has become the predominant vehicle for

Eagles with outstretched wings sit atop the entrance gates

buried in what is now Arlington National Cemetery. Patriot

honesty, and loyalty.

These become the small rooms that were discussed by the

recording the history of engagement and heroism.

to Gettysburg National Cemetery. In Greek and Roman

Plaza will provide a place for public events that will bring indi-

stakeholders in the process of design development. Looking

mythology the eagle was a symbol of Zeus and Jupiter

viduals and families together. It is a unique contribution to the

Kirkland’s method of narrative using marble tablets with

over the hundreds of headstones one cannot help but be

respectively. Since the beginning of the Roman Empire

Sarasota National Cemetery and hopefully serves as a model

inset images recalls historical antecedents in Roman

moved by the individual and united sacrifice of all veterans.

the eagle has remained a symbol of power.

for similar enhancements in other cemeteries. It is already

friezes on the Arch of Titus (82 AD) or the spiral in bas

being considered by many as an outdoor museum and most
“Witness to Mission” is the product of a collaborative

narrative program told in panels as part of an art program

process of installation design by Larry Kirkland and

designed to celebrate leadership in war has

curatorial research, selection and arrangement led by

an antecedent in the Ara Pacis Augustae

Kenny Irby with Kirkland, Sandy Beckley and Ann Wykell.

or Augustan Altar of Peace. This structure

Twenty-two six feet, six inch high white marble plinths

Ann Hirsch’s composition of an American Bald Eagle

was commissioned by the Roman Senate

housing porcelain enamel panels on metal elucidate the

and an eaglet suggests the theme of patrimony and

on July 4, 13 BCE to celebrate the return

values of service through the translation of black and white

family. It further suggests the tradition of many Ameri-

of Augustus to Rome after three years

and color photography from the Civil War to the present.

can families who serve the country generation after

fighting battles in Hispania and Gaul. Like

They focus on themes that include military families,

generation. Her composition is a lifelike one that invites

the photographic and mosaic narrative of

discipline,

remembrance.

viewers to engage with it on an immediate level. Pablo

elements of Patriot Plaza, the Ara Pacis

Captions recognize the documentary photographers.

Eduardo’s two eagles embrace with their wings the two

ritual,

achievement,

and

had a program of friezes sculpted in marble
surrounding
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In 1782, the American Bald Eagle was
chosen as the emblem of the United States
of America and a symbol of freedom.

relief on Trajan’s column (101-102 AD). A complex

the

altar.

Patriot

certainly will become an art destination in Sarasota County.

walls at the west entrance to the plaza and are consider-

Plaza’s

From the colonial period of the United States forward, history

ably larger than those of Hirsch. His are anthropomor-

location is away from the urban core. The

paintings, usually painted years after the fact, told the

phized. Eduardo understands eagles. He has captured

Ara Pacis was originally sited in an open

story of heroes and battles. These oil paintings, copied by

their vigilance, their tension at rest, and their preparatory
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The Artists
Larry Kirkland

Larry Kirkland has collaborated with design professionals
and community leaders to create meaningful places

Ellen Driscoll

throughout the U.S. His works are at Brown University
Alpert School of Medicine, Pennsylvania Station, New
York City, The City of Denver, The California Museum of

Ellen Driscoll has achieved notable success as a studio

Science, Los Angeles and the Federal Courthouse, Los

artist, public art artist, and academic. Her public art

Cruzes, the American Red Cross Headquarters, and the

commissions include a prominent installation at Grand

National Academies of Science, Washington D.C. He is

Central Terminal in New York City (“As Above, So Below”),

lead designer for the American Veterans Disabled For Life

WWI Memorial gates in Kansas City (“Pro Patria Mori”),

Memorial in Washington D.C. Outside the U.S. he has

Cambridge Public Library (“Filament / Firmament”),

installations including Putra World Trade Center, Kuala

and the Raleigh-Durham airport (“Wingspun”). Her

Lumpur, Malaysia; Hong Kong Central Station and Kan-

personal work — sculptures, drawings, and installations

sai International Airport, Osaka, Japan. He is regarded

— explores resource consumption and material lineage.

among his peers as a dedicated and generous collabora-

This includes “Distant Mirrors,” a floating archipelago

tor. Kirkland has been a recipient of a Fellowship from the

of forms in the Providence River; a multi-part, multi-

National Endowment for the Arts and received the Alumni

year project, FASTFORWARDFOSSIL that highlights the

of the Year award from his alma mater, Oregon State University. He is a member of the GSA Design Excellence
peer review panel and a former council member of the
Public Art Network, Americans for the Arts.

Left to right Larry Kirkland, Ann Wykell, Kenny Irby,
Sandy Beckley, selecting photographs for “Witness to Mission”

relationship between water and oil; and installations such
as “The Loophole of Retreat” (Whitney Museum at Phillip

Above Ellen Driscoll at Mosaika Art and Design during fabrication of “Night to Day, Here and Away”

Morris, 1991). Driscoll has been awarded fellowships from
the Guggenheim Foundation, the National Endowment

Nancy Princenthal, in the introduction to Natural Histo-

for the Arts, the New York Foundation for the Arts, the

ries, a monograph on Kirkland by Architecture Interiors

Massachusetts Cultural Council, Anonymous Was a Woman,

Press, writes: “His projects, all conceived for the public

the LEF Foundation, and Radcliffe’s Bunting Institute. Her

realm, take a breathtaking range of information — histor-

work is included in major public and private collections

cal, scientific, social, and cultural — and make it solid

such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Whitney

…He works hard to see that the memory of achieve-

Museum of Art. Ellen Driscoll is currently Program Director

ments in the arts – and in the sciences, and political

of the Studio Arts Program at Bard College. She was

thought – is not lost.”

Professor of Sculpture at Rhode Island School of Design for
21 years, the last five as Chair of Sculpture.
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The Artists
Ann Hirsch
Pablo Eduardo

Kenny Irby

Ann has several public sculptures installed in the Boston
Pablo Eduardo’s work combines western tradition with his

area and beyond. Her over-lifesize tribute to Bill Russell,

Spanish-American heritage. Pablo Eduardo’s inspiration

the famous Boston Celtic basketball player and human

Kenny Irby is Poynter’s senior

to sculpt began more than 30 years ago in Bolivia. His

rights activist, was recently installed in the plaza in front

faculty and director of community

family’s multi-generational artistic lineage formed the

of Boston City Hall. President Obama, on a visit to Boston

relations. He is an integral

foundation for Eduardo to become a sculptor.

to speak at nearby Faneuil Hall in late 2013, made a

figure in visual journalism edu-

special side trip to view the piece, accompanied by Bill

cation. He founded Poynter’s

He has a diverse educational background. He followed

Russell. Earlier in 2013, she completed a 7’ tall bronze

photojournalism

extensive studio experience in Bolivia with formal training

sculpture of St. Sebastian at the school of the same name.

1995 and teaches and consults in the areas of photo-

program

in

graphic reporting, leadership, ethical decision making and

at The School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and
earned a BFA from Tufts University in 1994. From 1990-

She earned a B.A. in Art History from Barnard College,

92, he completed Anatomical Studies at Tufts University

Columbia University, and master’s degrees from New York

Medical School where he honed his understanding about

University and the New York Academy of Art. In addition

the human form.

to her work as a public artist, she teaches undergraduate
sculpture at the Rhode Island School of Design and
Eduardo’s work has been prominently exhibited in several
museums and corporate displays. In 2007 he was selected

( left and middle )  Pablo Eduardo in his studio sculpting original
clay eagle for “Guardian Eagles”  ( above ) Wax proposal sketch

diversity integration.

Irby has traveled to Nigeria, the Netherlands, Canada, the
Ann Hirsch at the New England Sculpture Service foundry
with the partially finished adult eagle in bronze for “Home”

exhibits her work.

Caribbean, Singapore, South Africa and Russia, preaching excellence in photojournalism and truth-telling. He
chaired the 2007 Pulitzer Prize photography categories, lectured at the World Press Photos buddy training

to sculpt civil rights leader César Chávez, which was the

“My studio work and commissions share the common

program and the International Center of Photography, is a

first statue of a Hispanic person to be installed on The

thread of a strong interest in storytelling and

member of the Kalish Workshop faculty, and is a found-

University of Texas at Austin campus. He has several

the organization of figurative elements to create

ing member of National Press Photographers Associa-

commissions on the campus of Boston College.

theatrical, interactive spaces. I often integrate text,

tion, and The Best of Photojournalism (BOP) Committee.

landscape and sculpture using traditional techniques
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Eduardo lives in Gloucester, MA, and works out of his

and contemporary approaches to sculpture. I am

He is the recipient of the 2007 Sprague Award, 2006 Society

private studio which he built by hand, and where he shares

interested in the public’s interaction with my work and

for News Design 2002 President’s Award, 1999 Joseph Cos-

his talent and knowledge with many local artists and

I often set sculptures where they can be touched and

ta Award and others. Kenny is a frequent lecturer, teacher

apprentices. He imbues each sculpture with an intimate

examined closely. In the end, the work is not only a

and author on photographic reporting issues. Currently, he

sense of natural dynamism, deconstructing his subjects

representation; it is an object with a presence that

directs Poynter’s The Write Field initiative, an enrichment and

and resurrecting them in bronze.

holds a space and gives it meaning.”

mentoring program for middle school minority male youth.
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The Architecture
Patriot Plaza was conceived as
a spiritual space where art and
architecture blend to honor those
who have served our country.

An 84,000-square-foot site within the Sarasota National

The steel structural frame system for the canopies spans

This symbolism is reinforced by the pentagon shape of the

Cemetery in Sarasota, Florida, the design of Patriot Plaza

the long distances with only a few columns for support.

north plaza and the points of the star map. The landscape

creates a visually uplifting space defined by sweeping

Its translucent laminated glass filters light and provides a

design transitions from the park-like green space of the

curvilinear rhythms of the two canopies above and the

cooling effect during the day. It appears in an illuminated

outer circle with large oak trees and plantings to the

circulation paths on the ground. The entire space feels

glow in the evening, visible from the Cemetery’s entrance

structured paved inner core. The landscape also provides

light; protected, yet open to the sky, with long views

and adjacent roadway. Spanning over 200’, yet only 5’

shade along with the architectural components. Formal

in all directions. The structure’s semicircular shape

deep, the engineering of the conical-shaped amphitheater

rows of Italian cypress trees flank the processional path

encompasses the plaza and flagpole like two hands cupped

roof and rostrum canopy was technically challenging.

to the rostrum while providing protection to those seated

around, and protecting those inside the space. This effect

There are unobstructed views of the eighty-foot flagpole

in the amphitheater. Architecture, art, engineering, and

is evident from the farthest edges of the Cemetery, as

from all points in the plaza. Three entrances feed into

technology are harmoniously joined in the design of

well as inside the plaza itself. An important element of the

the circulation paths. Small spaces along the paths allow

Patriot Plaza to create a functional, meaningful space

design is the incorporation of art to reinforce the theme

visitors to step off into quiet spaces to contemplate the

for community celebrations and solitary reflection.

and goals of Patriot Plaza.

art. The amphitheater consists of five equal seating areas

— Gary Hoyt		

symbolizing the military branches of the Armed Forces.
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Patriot Plaza opened to the public
on June 28, 2014

From left —
Lincoln, Joseph Medill, Dorothy & Jim Patterson

Linked to Lincoln
In 2009, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs – National Cemetery Administration opened Sarasota National Cemetery on a hot June day with thousands
of people in attendance. That same year,
The Patterson Foundation in Sarasota,
Florida, began a search for a project to
honor the history of military service of
the family that created the fortune that
became the foundation endowment.

signed legislation to purchase land for the first three

Which brings the story to 2009 when a trustee of

national cemeteries for Union dead, and where, in

the new foundation attended the opening of Sarasota

1864 in his second inaugural address a few days

National Cemetery on a hot June day. The Patter-

before he died, Lincoln would articulate the mis-

son Foundation was developing its untraditional ap-

sion of the eventual U.S. Department of Veteran Af-

proach based on the power of purposeful partner-

fairs “…to care for him who shall have borne

ships in philanthropy. It saw the opportunity for one

the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan.”

such partnership in the undeveloped space in the
center of the cemetery where an assembly space

The story continues in Ossining, New York, where in

would be created for public programs and com-

1919 one of Medill’s grandsons, Joseph Patterson,

memorations. Traditionally, these spaces are open to

founded the New York Daily News and established

the elements – no shade for sun or protection from

the first multi-media empire. Then, it moves to Sara-

rain – both of which are abundant in Florida. The

The story of how these two events intersected and

sota, Florida, when the last Patterson descendant,

Foundation embarked on the first partnership that

inspired Patriot Plaza begins with Abraham Lincoln

Joseph’s son Jim, retires with his wife Dorothy where

the VA had ever entered into with a private philan-

and has not yet ended.

they live quietly until Jim’s death in 1992. They had

thropy with the intent of providing shade in the as-

no children. Dorothy created The Patterson Founda-

sembly space. Out of this fortuitous juncture of mis-

It begins in 1855 in Chicago, where Joseph Me-

tion in 1997. After her death in 2007, it received the

sion, philanthropy, and history grew Patriot Plaza – a

dill bought an interest in the Chicago Tribune with

major portion of its endowment and expanded its mis-

2,800-seat ceremonial amphitheater that will serve

the intention of helping to elect Lincoln president. It

sion to honor the gift that came with an unfettered

as the backdrop for dignified events honoring vet-

continues in 1862 in Washington D.C. when Lincoln

charter – to do what others aren’t, can’t or won’t.

erans, inspiring patriotism and embracing freedom.

This book is a promotion by and for The Patterson Foundation and intended to document the collection of The Patterson Foundation. It is intended for non-commercial purposes
only. No parts of this book may be reprinted or reproduced
in any manner whatsoever without prior written permission
of the publisher. For permission to reproduce individual illustrations appearing in this book, please correspond directly
with the artist as stated above (or in the picture captions).
The Patterson Foundation does not retain reproduction

Since Abraham Lincoln’s time, national cemeteries have been set aside to honor men and women who served

rights for these illustrations individually nor maintain a file of

their county with distinction. In a partnership with the National Cemetery Administration that is unprecedented in

addresses for the image sources.

that organization’s long history, The Patterson Foundation funded the design and construction of Patriot Plaza, an
amphitheater that includes a rostrum that is large enough to accommodate an orchestra, a seating area for up

The Patterson Foundation (TPF) is a fully endowed private charitable foundation. It invests financial resources

to 2,800 people and a veritable “outdoor museum” of public art on the theme of the military and military families.

and strategic expertise in multi-organization initiatives to

Patriot Plaza will provide a place to conduct ceremonies and celebrate service and patriotism. The Patterson

make its impact in the local community and beyond. To-

Foundation donated the facility to the National Cemetery Administration and endowed its upkeep for future

gether with our partners, we share resources and ideas,

generations. Seeking to extend the benefit beyond a single act of giving, The Patterson Foundation is exploring

creating new realities through purposeful collaboration.
Our partnering strategy is discussed in detail on our website
www.thepattersonfoundation.org.

ways to share this partnership model with communities near other national cemeteries.

